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Important Days  
  

PE 

Our Nursery PE sessions, with our Total Sports colleagues, are held 

each Tuesday and Friday. 

   

The children wear their indoor pumps and no other PE kit is needed.   

 

On Wednesday’s we are supported by our volunteers: Mrs Stoney for 

our music session and Mrs Warrilow for our Chatter Matters groups. 
  

RE      

This half term, our RE topic is ‘New Life’ and spotlights the wonders that seasonal changes bring. The children will have the opportunity to share 

their special Easter celebrations. They will begin to understand that because Jesus rose from the dead we experience joy at Easter. The children will 

have a chance to thank God for Jesus during their prayers. We will listen to the story of Jesus appearing to Mary Magdalene and we will begin to 

think about why this is important. We will think about the joy and peace that Jesus gave to his disciples and we will learn about when Jesus went back 

to his Father in Heaven. During our topic the children will be going on a Spring walk to the woods to look for new life. They will have the chance to 

retell the stories and create their own representations of these through drawing, painting and making.  

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

In our final term in Nursery, we will work with the children to continue develop their friendship skills and the importance of taking others views into 

account. We will very gently take a step back while supporting children to resolve friendship issues: by sharing with them how to make their wishes 

known. Outdoors play exploring the natural world, imaginative play and collaborating in our amazing new mud kitchen, will involve working together to 

share their ideas and make decisions: e.g. which natural resources do we need to add to make our soups, cakes and magic potions? We will encourage 

children to listen to the other person’s point of view. There will be some early work to support transitions into full time school and the importance of 

help the children to get to know their new teachers and classroom- e.g. sharing story times in FS2 or making links with other schools if appropriate.    

Communication and Language 
Linked to our Watery World Topic, we will be reading and retelling stories and rhymes such as Commotion in the Ocean and The Snail and the Whale 

as well as exciting pirate stories. Getting to know key stories well, generates wonderful energy as the stories come alive as we ‘act them out’ using 

actions and joining in enthusiastically with repeat refrains. As well as feeding vocabulary we will encourage the children to be inspired with their own 

stories and drawings and we will encourage children to add extra details, as they think their ideas through. Mrs Warrilow will continue to support us 

with our Chatter Matters Groups. In addition to support sustained thinking and talk, Mrs Gray will lead small group Chatter time on Thursdays to 

support social communication and language, as she works with children to support their developing language skills individually and in small groups. 

 

Physical Development  
We are working on a one to one with the children on their improving hand control and pencil grip and control. This will involve supporting them to know 

the best way to form letters and to feel good about having a go.  Our hand writing station will support independent writing, forming patterns and 

mark marking in lentils, sand trays, foam, gel etc will help children at whatever stage they are to feel confident in their efforts. We will continue to 

think about how to keep our bodies healthy and spend a week investigating hand washing to scrub the germs away and look at good dental care with 

the help of some great books such as the Little Princess Wash Your Hands!   

 

Specific areas: Literacy, Mathematics, Understanding the World, Expressive Arts and Design:  

Fun With Sounds Groups will happen to support listening and attention skills and early phonological awareness- activities will include experimenting with 

voice sounds, musical instruments and environmental sounds, learning about rhyme and starting to segment and blend the sounds in words together. 

Mathematics: A big focus on counting, matching quantities of objects or actions to a given number and recognising and representing numerals through 

marks and tallies. This will include lots of everyday challenges and focus activities- eg in the mud kitchen- how many children? how many bowls do we 
need? 2 spoons add one more how many all together? 

 

Our natural world investigations will develop Understanding the World- for example observing daffodils closely before painting them. Thinking about 

water, the oceans and sea creatures will provide lots of opportunities for comments, looking at similarities and differences and finding out more.  

Ways to Help  
We value all of your proud clouds- the children love to share these together. You can support your 

children in literacy by drawing attention as you write with a purpose in mind e.g. making shopping lists, 

following recipes, writing birthday cards, emailing family/sending letters etc. Please continue to send in 

things for your child’s profile. We really value these contributions and the children enjoy sharing 

what they have been doing at home!  

Mud Kitchen    Please watch out for 

photographs and comments about the 

children’s learning as they use this 

wonderful new messy, sensory play area. 
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